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Interconnection Consulting will host FLOORING, a new conference for the flooring industry, for the first time from 
November 15-16, 2021, around current topics in the industry from digitalization and distribution to market analysis 
and development. And we will also look at innovations in the areas of technology and sustainability. 

Keynote speeches from leading industry representatives and experts will be at the heart of the event. Interactive 
discussions, an awards ceremony and an evening event complete the program. As a new annual platform for the 
industry, FLOORING is aimed at decision-makers in purchasing, marketing and sales from manufacturing companies, 
suppliers and sales partners, as well as media and association representatives.

FLOORING
Business Convention

The new event with focus on markets and strategy!

Bruce Zwicker | Virginia Tile shows successful „ways to the customer“ in his opening lecture, analyzes current trends 
and gives answers to the crisis. And Dr. Frederik Lehner | Interconnection Consulting deals with its effects in a  
market lecture on the European flooring markets. Josef Stoppacher l Weitzer Parkett traces successful strategies for  
positioning oneself successfully alongside the major global players. 

Dr. Axel Steinhage | Future-Shape presents intelligent floors using the example of people tracking and Dr.-Ing. Rico 
Emmler l EPH presents a lecture on the current status in the field of standardization & certification and gives an out-
look on expected changes in this field.

Milan Zahradnik l Propster, DI Marcel Nürnberg l Squarebytes and Thiemo Gillissen | moodley present lectures 
from the area of digital sales: Milan Zahradnik has developed a new interface between property developers and 
end customers with Propster, which also opens up new paths in the B2B area for the flooring industry. And Marcel  
Nürnberg runs Squarebytes, a marketing agency specializing in virtual and augmented reality, which uses these  
methods to open up new approaches and opportunities in sales. 

Last but not least, Thiemo Gillissen in his presentation will show how the power of a strong brand and its emotional 
positioning works in digital direct-to-consumer sales.

Sales 2.0 | Innovation | Strategies

We look forward to an exiting event!

www.flooring-convention.eu
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WELCOME

https://www.flooring-convention.eu/en
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BRUCE ZWICKER 
Director | Virginia Tile Company

Bruce Zwicker is the opening speaker at the first FLOORING Business Convention. As 
the President & CEO of J. J. Haines, the sought-after keynote speaker has many years 
of international C-level experience in the flooring industry. Bruce Zwicker is an expert 
on channel mix and trends. In his lecture, he will show us ways for the industry to stay 
close to the customer in digital times and present strategies in response to the current 
crisis.

Approaches to the Customer, Trends  
& Answers to the Crisis

virginiatile.com

15.11
09.10

The family-run company Weitzer Parkett is the Austrian market leader and is one 
of the top players in the parquet sector in Europe. In his lecture, Josef Stoppacher 
shows a possible answer to the increasing market concentration in the industry, in 
which global players buy companies from all material groups and force them into all  
channels. He explains the David – Goliath principle, illustrating how a player from Austria 
can assert itself in international competition by means of a mix of innovation, channel  
management, leadership and agility.

Challenges Faced by a Family Business 
in the Global Market

DI JOSEF STOPPACHER 
Managing Director | WEITZER PARKETT

www.weitzer-parkett.com

15.11
09.50

MILAN ZAHRADNIK 
Founder & CEO | PROPSTER

www.propster.tech

Milan Zahradnik has over 15 years of experience in online marketing with a focus on 
the real estate industry. Since the launch of Sonderwunsch Meister GmbH, he has 
led the PropTech start-up as CEO. PROPSTER has set itself the goal of covering the 
entire communication and organisational process between the home buyer and the  
developer or project developer. Milan Zahradnik presents this exciting project, which 
also opens up new opportunities in the B2B area for flooring manufacturers.

Improving the Collaboration Between 
Manufacturers & Customers

15.11
11.00

KEY
NOTES

https://virginiatile.com/
https://www.weitzer-parkett.com/
https://www.propster.tech/
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THIEMO GILLISSEN
Partner | moodley design group

in digital direct-to-consumer sales...: 

As our world gets more and more connected, consumers view products and services as 
more replaceable. Your competitor is only one tap, one Google search away, the next 
one outbids you on Amazon. What really drives long-term value is a strong and direct 
connection with your customers by building an emotionally relevant brand and telling 
stories that users can quickly relate to.

A love story. The power of a branding
and emotional value ...

moodley.at

15.11
01.30

Dr.-Ing. RICO EMMLER
Managing Director | EPH Management

Dr.-Ing. Rico Emmler is the managing director of the EPH (development and testing 
laboratory for wood technology). The test laboratory is a Europe-wide recognised  
partner for manufacturers of floor coverings and their underlay materials, as well 
as their suppliers in terms of proof of conformity with product standards as well as  
required performance records in the construction industry. In his lecture, he explains 
relevant developments in the area of standards and certifications and gives an outlook 
on expected changes.

Standardisation and Certification 
for Flooring Coverings

www.eph-dresden.com

15.11
03.30

Dr. FREDERIK LEHNER 
Managing Director | Interconnection Consulting

Market Trends & Prognosis for 
European Flooring Markets

interconnectionconsulting.com

15.11
02.15

Dr. Frederik Lehner has been the managing director of Interconnection Consulting, 
an international marketing, market research and consulting company in Vienna for  
20 years. InterConnection is one of the leading companies in the field of market  
research on the European markets in the flooring industry. In his lecture, Frederik  
Lehner shows market trends and forecasts across all material groups in Europe. He 
talks about the impact of Corona on construction and flooring markets and shows 
ways to react as adequately as possible.

KEY
NOTES

https://moodley.at/
https://www.eph-dresden.com/
https://www.interconnectionconsulting.com/
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DI MARCEL NÜRNBERG 
Founder & CEO | SQUAREBYTES 

DI Marcel Nürnberg is the founder and managing director of Squarebytes, a digital 
agency for interactive, virtual tours and architectural visualisations. The marketing 
agency SQUAREBYTES, which specialises in virtual and augmented reality, offers an 
extensive range of folders, websites, logo development, rendering, 360-degree  
panoramas, videos and virtual tours. In his lecture, Marcel Nürnberg shows the  
advantages and opportunities that are opening up for sales with the help of virtual 
reality.

Virtual Reality as the 
Sales Tool of Today

www.squarebytes.at

15.11
04.00

Dr. AXEL STEINHAGE
Director R&D & CTO | FUTURE-SHAPE

Future-Shape GmbH has many years of expertise in material science, sensor  
technology and radio systems. Dr. Axel Steinhage is CTO and director of the Research 
& Development department. In his lecture, he introduces the industry innovation‚  
people tracking‘ and shows what possibilities intelligent floors open up. From the  
optimisation of shop design, the positioning of products to the improvement of the 
architecture.

People Tracking in Flooring Business

future-shape.com

16.11
09.50

KEY
NOTES

FLOORING partnerships
We have put together different packages that give you the opportunity to actively use our  
platform as a partner for the appearance of your company. You can find more information on 
our homepage, our folder is downloadable via the image. If we do not cover your needs, we will 
put together your desired package together with you !

PARTNER
SHIPS

https://www.squarebytes.at/
https://future-shape.com/
https://www.flooring-convention.eu/en/partnerships/
https://www.flooring-convention.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/FLOORING_Cooperations.pdf


Our target group & whom you‘ll meet 
As a new platform for the flooring industry, FLOORING is aimed at managing directors and decision-makers in 
purchasing, marketing and sales at flooring manufacturers, suppliers and distribution partners. They will meet 
representatives of the media and associations and, last but not least, experts from business and science. We pro-
mote topic-oriented exchange and ensure sufficient space and time for networking.

FACTS TARGET 
GROUP

1,5 days in Vienna
Expert lectures

Discussions 
Think Tanks

Award ceremony
Evening event

Flooring Industry
Manufacturer

Supplier | Partner
Directors | Decision-makers

Media and
associations
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We offer single tickets at an Early Bird discount, online tickets, and group discounts. If we are unable to hold FLOORING 
as an in-person event in November, we will schedule an alternate date. Generally, cancellations are free of charge up to 
30 days prior to the event. Likewise, you will receive your money in the event of a cancellation at short notice due to new 
government regulations. 

Get your ticket ! | Our EARLY BIRD until 01.10.2021

Tickets & 
Registration

In times
of Corona..

Standardization & 
Certification

Markets & Customers
Digital & Technical

Innovations
Sustainability

Keynotes & Topics. Sales 2.0 | Innovation | Strategies
We look at innovation topics in the areas of digitization and sales. On cross-material marketing strategies,  
channel management and online trade. On innovations in the areas of visualization and standardization and on  
innovations in the areas of sustainability and technology. And of course we analyze strategies that have become 
necessary after the crisis! Alongside the lectures, our participants can expect two panel discussions, an evening 
event and an awards ceremony.

NET
WORKING

https://www.flooring-convention.eu/en/tickets/
https://www.flooring-convention.eu/en/corona/
https://www.flooring-convention.eu/en/agenda/
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We will be presenting the flooring.Awards in the three categories as part 
of the event: Sustainability | Innovation | Digitalization. On 15.11.2021 
from 04.30 p.m., one main prize and two recognition prizes will be awar-
ded in each case. More information and documents for the submission 
are available via the button!

* The flooring.Awards

AGENDA

15.11
2021

16.11
2021

flooring.
Awards

Challenges Faced by a Family Business  | DI Josef Stoppacher09.50   

Approaches to the Customer, Trends & Answers to the Crisis | Bruce Zwicker 09.10  

Welcome & Opening  | Dr. Frederik Lehner09.00

AWARD CEREMONY flooring.Awards *04.30   

Standardisation and Certification for Flooring Coverings | Dr.-Ing. Rico Emmler03.30  

Coffee Break10.30   

Coffee Break03.00 

Improving the Collaboration Between Manufacturers & Customers | Milan Zahradnik11.00  

PANEL  | New Approaches to the Customer11.40  

Lunch Break12.15    

A love story. The power of a branding and emotional value| Thiemo Gillissen01.30 

Market Trends & Prognosis for European Flooring Markets | Dr. Frederik Lehner02.15   

End of 1st day05.00

Evening Event07.00

Ecological Challanges | soon tba.             

Future Floor Covering | soon tba.

Coffee Break

People Tracking in the Flooring Business | Dr. Axel Steinhage

PANEL  | The Future of Flooring Coverings

09.05           

11.00   

10.30  

09.50

11.40   

12.15   Event end

https://www.flooring-convention.eu/en/awards/


WE THANK OUR PARTNERS

Hotel Meliá Vienna
Donau-City-Straße 7  

1220 Vienna  | Austria

tel.: +43 190 104 2003 

web: www.melia.com

TICKETS & PRICES
SINGLE | Early Bird

GROUP Ticket

ONLINE Ticket

Evening Ticket

    € 1.200,- | € 999,-

    € 3.600-

    € 799,-

    € 50,-

Interconnection Consulting
Getreidemarkt 1 | 1060 Vienna | Austria

Magdalena Höbinger | Event Management
tel.: +43 1 585 4623-33

hoebinger@interconnectionconsulting.com
www.interconnectionconsulting.com

If you are interested in a cooperation, please do not hesitate to contact Ms. Carola Müller. We offer our standard 
packages and, if required, we will create your customized package together with you!
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Our EARLY BIRD until 01.10.2021

REGISTER

WE for YOU | Carola Müller, BA 
Sales Management
tel.: +43 1 585 4623-64
mueller@interconnectionconsulting.com

Becoming a FLOORING cooperation partner!

PARTNER
SHIPS

INFO
RMATION

Information about registration  
and the venue !

https://www.melia.com/de/hotels/osterreich/wien/melia-vienna/index.htm?esl-k=sem-google%7Cng%7Cc501881857148%7Cme%7Ckmelia%20hotel%20wien%7Cp%7Ct%7Cdc%7Ca112825278200%7Cg11252118628&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI6c-G-f697wIVGuR3Ch1c9wt2EAAYASAAEgJMvvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
mailto:hoebinger%40interconnectionconsulting.com?subject=General%20request%3A%20FLOORING
https://www.winkler-online.de/marken/rz/
https://www.flooring-convention.eu/de/tickets/
mailto:mueller%40interconnectionconsulting.com?subject=Request%20%7C%20Cooperation%3A%20FLOORING
https://www.flooring-convention.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/FLOORING_Cooperations.pdf

